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Fat Joe and Remy Ma are perennials, but they’re neither legends nor
stars. To become the former requires factors beyond an artist’s control –
time, influence, cult appeal. To become the latter just requires moving a
lot of units, and Joe and Remy might as well try while they’re still coasting
on the success of last year’s ubiquitous “All The Way Up.” That was their
first hit together since 2004’s “Lean Back,” released during the last time
the charts were this friendly for gangsta rap. “All The Way Up” appears on
their first joint album, Plata O Plomo, alongside 11 other songs that,
appropriately, don’t even try to hide the fact that they’re gunning for the
charts.

Someone involved in the making of this thing has a keen ear for chart
trends. Jamaican sounds in particular are everywhere, most obviously on
the dancehall-lite “Heartbreak,” though the Cuban-Puerto Rican Fat Joe
indulges himself in plenty of “tings” and “bloodclaats,” and the producers’ fingers are never far from an air horn. Trap
beats are commonplace, reminding us just how far we’ve come from a time when A$AP Rocky could lose cool
points in his hometown for daring to sound Southern. And though the biggest guest names would be middling on,
say, a Future album, the duo still coaxes a passable Rihanna imitation out of Kat Dahlia on “Warning.”

Plata O Plomo has not sold well. I blame this on the clunky Spanish title, but the hooks are no help. Though “All The
Way Up” is catchy as hell, “Forget” leans too heavily on the wrong syllable of its refrain, and any rap song that
repeats the word “spaghetti” over and over as often as “Spaghetti” does is liable to recall a certain meme starring
another rap veteran. The lack of units the two have been able to move hit a nerve with Remy, whose beef with Nicki
Minaj – relatively lighthearted for the decade it’s been raging – took an ugly turn last month with Remy’s epic seven-
minute diss “Shether. The provocation? Nicki called Plata O Plomo out for underselling.

Plata O Plomo grasps, but it’s still nice to hear two NYC veterans engaging in something other than hectoring the
latest crop of Lil’ Somethings to get off their lawn. If you’re trying to get your bangers to rub elbows with Rae
Sremmurd, that’s not a great strategy anyway. And in being so much more sonically progressive than it has any right
to be, Plata O Plomo ends up being pretty fun and interesting. It helps how likable Joe and Remy are. They shit-talk
for most of the album’s runtime, but their barbs are deft and funny instead of just mean; kudos to Remy for cracking
rap’s funniest Steve Harvey joke yet on “Money Showers.” And there’s little gendered or queerphobic language. In
fact, Remy talks about having sex with women twice on this thing.

Joe and Remy have been talked about more since this album’s release than before, mostly because of Remy’s Nicki
diss. It’s rare for a rapper coming from the (relative) underground to clobber a mainstream rival as thoroughly as
Remy has during this one-sided but entertaining beef. Nicki’s responses so far have been anemic and weak, even
though she’s probably objectively in the right. Remy’s shot to a huge platform, not just as the name on hits more
recognizable for their hooks than for their makers, but as a personality and a fearsome MC. Her next joint – with Joe
or solo – won’t have to try so hard and will probably be better. I can’t wait.
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